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ABSTRACT
Objective: Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a complex disease caused by the combination of genetic factors and environmental factors. To date, although many loci, including genes and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), have been identified as risk variants of T2D, only approximately 10% of its heritability can be explained. In the current study, we proposed a data processing and
analysis procedure to more accurately evaluate the association of the pathogenesis of T2D with copy number variations (CNVs).
Methods: The data in our study came from the WTCCC (Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium) genome-wide CNV
database. Individual CNVs were identified by SW-ARRAY and CBS algorithms and genotyped with a global threshold method.
Overlapped CNVs among all samples were split into smaller but more accurate CNV segments (CNVSegs) after the CNV call;
then, LASSO-based logistic regression models with 10-fold cross-validations were performed 100 times to examine the association
of CNVSegs with T2D. The AUC (area under the curve) in every model was summarized to preliminarily verify the classification
ability of the models.
Results: After quality control, 1,813 T2D cases and 2,777 controls were enrolled in the study. A total of 65,163 CNVs were
identified, of which 25,512 were identified in the T2D group and 39,651 were identified in the healthy control group. A total of
22,279 CNVSegs were constructed after pre-processing the raw CNV data. By means of fitting 1,000 logistic regression models
with the LASSO method, 26 CNVSegs were identified as T2D-associated CNVSegs according to pre-defined criteria (Frequency >
85% & Length > = 50 bp). Twenty-seven protein-coding genes were found to be overlapped with the CNVSegs, of which 11 were
verified to be relevant to T2D, obesity or metabolic syndrome based on current published evidence. The average AUC of all models was 0.611 with the maximum being 0.683.
Conclusions: Our study explored T2D-associated CNVSegs by LASSO-logistic regression models from the perspective of
the whole genome for a more complete understanding of the genetic mechanisms of T2D. Further studies are necessary to verify
the influence of the susceptibility loci on the pathogenesis or progression of T2D among different populations.
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Introduction
Diabetes is a chronic disease that occurs either
when insulin cannot be sufficiently produced by the
pancreas or effectively used by the body. In 2008,
the age-standardized adult diabetes prevalence was
9.8% in men and 9.2% in women, and the number

of diabetes patients was 347 million(1). Type 2 diabetes (T2D), also called non-insulin-dependent diabetes, is a dominant subtype of diabetes that
accounts for approximately 90% of people with diabetes around the world(2). A combination of genetic
factors and lifestyle was usually thought to be the
main cause of the development of T2D(3).
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In a population-based Framingham Offspring
Study, age-adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) for offspring type 2 diabetes among individuals with
maternal, paternal or bilineal diabetes were 3.4
(2.3-4.9), 3.5 (2.3-5.2) or 6.1 (2.9-13.0), respectively, relative to those without parental diabetes(4).
Generally, the first step in exploring the genetic basis was linkage and candidate gene studies,
which were not very effective for T2D except for
some rare familial forms(5). SNP-based genomewide association studies (GWAS) were a more
powerful tool for detecting genetic susceptibility
variants for complex diseases such as T2D because
they do not make assumptions about disease pathogenesis(6). Although many loci, including genes and
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), were
identified as risk variants of T2D, only approximately 10% of the heritability of T2D can be
explained(7-8). Therefore, the genetic architecture of
T2D was considered to be rare variants in a common disease(9). Additional studies are required to
determine hidden or missing heritability and detect
the causal variants within the identified loci for this
disease. Apart from gene mutations and SNPs, copy
number variations (CNVs) are also a major component of human genomic variation, which could
influence gene expression, phenotypic variation and
adaptation, and cause disease or confer risk to complex disease traits(10). However, because CNVs are
relatively new in examining the association of complex diseases and genetic markers, only a small
number of T2D-associated CNVs have been
revealed; for example, the LEPR gene locus, the
region of the CAPN10 Indel19 marker, a CNV
region (CNVR) located in chromosome 15
(chr15:45994758-45999227), as well as the finding
of KCNIP1 as a modulator of insulin secretion(11-14).
In the current study, we propose a data processing and analysis procedure to identify copy
number variants associated with T2D based on
WTCCC (Wellcome Trust Case Control
Consortium) samples(15). Our method splits overlapped CNVs into smaller, but more precise
CNVSegs after the CNV call. It then uses the
LASSO-based logistic regression model to examine
the association of CNVSegs with T2D in view of
high-throughput traits of genome-wide CNV data.
Our results were validated by the Database of
Genomic Variants (DGV)(16) and 10-fold cross-validations 100 times. Genes in identified CNVSegs
and their biological functions are also annotated in
this paper.
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Methods
Dataset
The data in our study were derived from the
WTCCC copy number variation database which
recorded information on the copy number variability of seven diseases including T2D. Hereditary
information on 2,000 cases was included for each
disease, as well as 3,000 shared controls from the
UK 1958 birth cohort and the British Blood Center.
Identification of individual copy number
variations and genotypes
The Affymetrix 500K SNP chip was employed
as the CNV typing platform. The normalization
scheme generated a single copy number intensity at
each SNP from the multiple probe intensities for
each allele. Copy number intensities at each SNP
were converted to log2 ratios relative to the median
intensity for that SNP on the same plate.
CNVs were identified by two segmental algorithms: SW-ARRAY (17) and Circular Binary
Segmentation (CBS)(18). CBS-generated segmentations (CNV calls) were retained only if they overlapped an SW-ARRAY CNV call. Samples with
poor data quality were removed by the quality control procedure including SNP QC, segmentation QC
and intensity QC. CNV calls were classified into
deletion, copy-neutral LOH (loss-of-heterozygosity) and polysomy by lower and upper threshold values of 0.8 and 1.2, respectively, as suggested in the
SW-ARRAY algorithm.
Data preprocessing and genetic biomarkers
In existing genome-wide CNV association
studies, CNV regions (CNVRs) are often used as a
genetic marker for association analysis. A CNVR
defines a segment of DNA, with start and end loci,
for which the copy number of the DNA segment is
different from adjacent segments. CNVRs are
called for single samples separately, and therefore
different samples possess different break points.
Most existing works merge break points across
samples to form a unified CNVR. We took a different approach. Instead of merging, we split. That is,
we construct shorter CNV segmentations
(CNVSegs) by allowing all the break points across
samples to form shorter segments. This split provides a higher resolution in our analysis. The difference between CNVR and CNVSegs is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: CNV segmentations vs. CNV regions. We
assumed 4 subjects had overlapping CNVs in the genome. A. The overlapping boundaries of CNVs among 4
individuals were further subdivided to construct 6 CNV
Segmentations; B. all CNVs among 4 individuals were
merged into a CNV region.

Association analysis and validation
Conventional statistical analysis methods are
not applicable to CNVSegs because of their highthroughput attribute. We have a large number of
segmentations than sample size. We resort to a
LASSO-based logistic regression model, in which
age, sex and all CNVSegs were included as covariates. The LASSO method is a penalty regression in
which both variable selection and model compression can be completed simultaneously. It provides
shrinkage on parameter estimates and is designed to
address high-dimensional and sparse data.
Due to the lack of external verification, we
used 10-fold cross-validations repeated 100 times
to ensure the robustness of the results (Figure 2).
One thousand fitted models were obtained and
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The following online databases were referenced to discover functional descriptions and
genomic annotation of the genes overlapped with
T2D-associated CNVSegs: Ensembl(19), Gencard(20),
UCSC Genome Browser(21), Uniprot(22), and Genome
Ontology(23).
Logistic regression with the LASSO method
was implemented using the glmnet package(24) in R.
To obtain the AUC of the fitted model in the validation set, the pROC package based on R was
applied(25).
Results
After the quality control procedure, 1,813 T2D
cases and 2,777 controls were included in the final
analysis. The phenotype information is shown in
Table 1.
T2D group (n=1813)

Control
group(n=2777)

missing

0 (0)

163 (5.9)

male

1,048 (57.8)

1,289 (46.4)

female

765 (42.2)

1,325 (47.7)

missing

11 (0.6)

163 (5.9)

10-19

0 (0)

37 (1.3)

20-29

6 (0.3)

151 (5.4)

30-39

85 (4.7)

243 (8.8)

40-49

291 (16.0)

1,758 (63.3)

50-59

592 (32.7)

332 (12.0)

60-69

623 (34.4)

93 (3.3)

70-79

196 (10.8)

0 (0)

>/=80

9 (0.5)

0 (0)

Sex, No. (%)

Age, No. (%)

Table 1: Characteristics of the subjects.

Figure 2: Flow diagram of LASSO-based logistic
regression models with 10-fold cross-validations 100
times.

each model included CNVSegs that were more relevant to the diseased condition in the training set.
CNVSegs with selection frequency greater than or
equal to 85% and length greater than or equal to 50
bp were defined as T2D-associated CNVSegs. In
addition to identifying disease-related high-frequency CNVSegs, we also summarized 1,000 AUC
(area under the curve) values to preliminarily verify
the classification ability of the models.

Characteristics of the identified CNVs
A total of 65,163 CNVs were identified, of
which 25,512 were identified in the T2D group and
39,651 CNVs in the healthy control group. The distribution of average CNVs detected on different
chromosomes was almost the same in the T2D and
control groups (Figure 3). There were relatively
more CNVs on chromosomes 14, 15 and 17, while
there were fewer CNVs on chromosomes 13, 20
and 21. The average length of CNVs was also similar, which was 178 kb in the T2D group and 167 kb
in the control group. The characteristics of genotyped CNVs are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3: The distribution of average CNVs per subject
identified on different chromosomes in different groups.

be T2D-related CNVSegs, as defined in the
“Methods” section. A total of 40 known genes were
found to be overlapped with the CNVSegs, including 27 protein-coding genes, 7 RNA genes and 6
pseudo genes. Information about the T2D-related
CNVSegs and overlapping genes is shown in Table
3. The functions and genomic annotations of the
genes are shown in Table S1. Direct or indirect evidence showed that 11 genes (AGAP9, SYT15,
NPY4R, Rab31, CNTNAP3, PPP1CA, MANEA,
RPS6KB2, AIP, FAM25C and FAM25G) were relevant to T2D, obesity or metabolic syndrome.

Genotyped CNVs, n(%)
Total

Delete

Neutral LOH

Polysomy

T2D

25,512(100)

8,798(34.5)

10,487(41.1)

6,227(24.4)

Control

39,651(100)

13,960(35.2)

16,003(40.4)

9,688(24.4)

Table 2: The distribution of genotyped CNVs in different groups.

Characteristics of the generated CNVSegs
In the 4,590 subjects, 22,279 CNVSegs were
obtained with our splitting scheme (Figure 1), of
which 1,489 (6.68%) CNVSs were presented at frequencies greater than 1% and 479 (2.15%) were
greater than 5% of the subjects. The distribution of
CNVSegs on different chromosomes is shown in
Figure 4.

Table 3: Information on the T2D-related CNVSegs and
overlapping genes.

Fig. 4: The distribution of CNVSegs on different chromosomes in both groups.

LASSO-based logistic regression model with
repeated cross-validations
A total of 1,894 CNVSegs were identified at
least once by 1,000 LASSO-logistic models, of
which 27 had selection frequencies over 85%. One
CNVSeg less than 50 bp in length was excluded,
and the remaining 26 CNVSegs were identified to

Comments: a. If the gene is marked by an asterisk, then CNV
segmentation only covered a part of the gene. Otherwise,
CNVSegs covered the whole gene.
b. Whether CNVSegs overlapped with the DGV database is
shown.
Appendix A. Functional overview of known genes overlapped
with T2D-related CNV segmentations

One thousand AUC values were obtained after
1,000 fitting processes. The average AUC was
0.611 with the maximum being 0.683.
Discussion
Diabetes is a chronic global epidemic caused
by insufficient insulin secretion or the impaired biological function of insulin.
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According to the latest report from the
International Diabetes Federation, there were
approximately 366 million diabetes patients worldwide, and this number will increase to 552 million
in 2030. T2D in particular is a dominant subtype of
diabetes, which significantly increases the risk of
many serious health problems, such as heart attack,
stroke, vision loss, and amputation. Therefore, it is
meaningful and valuable to explore and clarify the
etiology of T2D using existing genomics data.
Usually, a combination of some factors causes
T2D, including genes, metabolic syndrome, extra
weight, broken beta cells and others. Among them,
heredity is significant in determining the risk of
T2D because familial aggregation is one of the
most important characteristics of T2D. The genetic
model of T2D is thought to be a minor gene pattern
(26); that is, there are no obvious critical genes
among the co-acting genes. All of the co-acting
genes are scattered at multiple loci and have a relatively lower frequency in the population, which
then reaches the threshold of disease susceptibility
or even the occurrence through interaction and the
dose-effect relationship. Therefore, the majority of
the heritability of T2D still remains missing,
although recent large-scale genome-wide association studies have successfully identified some
genetic loci associated with type 2 diabetes(27).
In this study, CNVSegs, as new genome-wide
loci that can accurately measure the frequency of
CNVs, were constructed to explore the genetic factors of T2D based on the large WTCCC data.
Through the LASSO-based logistic regression
model with repeated cross-validations, we identified 26 T2D-related CNVSegs overlapping with 40
known genes. Of the 27 protein-coding genes, 11
genes were found to be relevant to T2D, obesity or
metabolic syndrome as presented by the following
evidence.
AGAP9: An important homolog of this gene is
ACAP4. A study in 2013(28) revealed that the phosphorylated ACAP4 mutant exhibited lipid-binding
activity in vitro.
SYT15: In 2016, Sedova et al.(29) found that a
limited genomic region on rat chromosome 16 significantly affected many features of metabolic syndrome from a novel congener rat model. The genes
overlapping the chromosomal region just included
SYT15, which was identified in the present study.
NPY4R: Aerts et al.(30) demonstrated that structural changes in the NPY4R gene played an important role in obesity through population-based CNV
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analysis and mutation screening in 2016.
Rab31: A 2012 study (31) showed that p75
(NTR), Rab5 and Rab31 regulate GLUT4 (glucose
transporter 4) transport through a complex mechanism in adipocytes. GLUT4, in turn, regulates
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Signaling pathways from p75 (NTR) to Rab5 or Rab31 may represent a unique therapeutic target for insulin tolerance
and diabetes treatment.
CNTNAP3: Tews D et al. (32) certified that
LRRC17, CNTNAP3, CD34, RGS7BP, and
ADH1B were differentially expressed in brown
adipocytes in a 2014 study. In another genome-wide
analysis based on next-generation sequencing techniques(33), 6 genes including CNTNAP3, were significantly enriched in patients with obesity or diabetes.
PPP1CA：From the gene summary of NCBI,
we learned that the protein encoded by this gene is
one of the three catalytic subunits of protein phosphatase 1 (PP1). PP1 is a serine/threonine specific
protein phosphatase known to be involved in the
regulation of a variety of cellular processes, such as
cell division, glycogen metabolism, muscle contractility, protein synthesis, and HIV-1 viral transcription.
MANEA：GO annotations related to this gene
include alpha-mannosidase activity and glycoprotein endo-alpha-1,2-mannosidase activity.
TMPRSS15：In the gene summary of NCBI,
this gene encodes an enzyme that converts the pancreatic proenzyme trypsinogen to trypsin, which
activates other proenzymes including chymotrypsinogen and procarboxypeptidases.
RPS6KB2: Slattery et al. (34) suggested that
RPS6KA1, RPS6KA2, RPS6KB1, RPS6KB2, and
PDK1 are involved in several pathways central to
the carcinogenic process, including regulation of
cell growth, insulin, and inflammation.
AIP: In a recent study(35), GH3-FTY mice (AIP
gene knockout) showed insulin resistance relative
to GH3 mice (AIP gene intact).
FAM25C and FAM25G: Both genes belong to
the FAM25 family (family with sequence similarity
25). In 2016, WANG et al.(36) mentioned that six
proteins, including FAM25, were involved in the
redox reaction, energy metabolism of lipids and
amino acid metabolism.
Although we found some T2D-associated
genes using a new data processing and analysis procedure, there are also some shortcomings in our
study. First, our data source was CNV data of a
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European population requested and downloaded
from the WTCCC. Therefore, although an internal
validation method was applied, the identified genetic loci still need to be verified in an independent
external population from our point of view. Second,
in identification processes of individual CNV, the
detection concordance of different algorithms
applied to the same raw data is < 50% and reproducibility in replicate experiments is < 70% for
most platforms (37). Therefore, the results of this
study may partly be affected by the quality of current CNV detection platforms and corresponding
algorithms. Finally, the classification ability using
AUC as the indicator was limited in this study. This
was due in part to the minor gene pattern in the
genetics of T2D. Further studies are still needed to
investigate the influence of other classification indicators or high-dimensional statistical analysis models on the results.
Conclusion
In this study, we explored copy number variations and their overlapping genes for T2D by presenting a data processing and analysis procedure.
Our results may contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the pathophysiology and
genetic mechanism of T2D, but more in-depth studies are needed to further validate the impact of
genetic variation found in this study on the pathogenesis or progression of type 2 diabetes in different populations.
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